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After you study all of the tabs from this lesson, you will be able to:        

 use the FUTURE TENSE of Regular Verbs to state what people WILL DO. 

TOPIC FOR YOUR VOICE ACTIVITY   8.05:                              

→ Answer the question:  "¿Dónde estarás mañana a 

las seis de la tarde?" You will be graded on accuracy and 

pronunciation. Provide your sentence in Spanish.  

The question is asking: “Where WILL YOU BE tomorrow at 

6:00 p.m.? 

 You need to specify the place where you will be, using 
PLACES VOCABULARY that you have learned in 
Spanish class.  

 You MUST use the FUTURE TENSE. Let’s review the 
Future Tense!  

 
                                      FUTURE TENSE ENDINGS 
 
To state what people will do, use the future tense. To conjugate 
REGULAR VERBS in the Future Tense, all you do is: 
   
Write the verb in the infinitive form + ADD the future tense ending. 
 
That means that, when using the Future Tense, you DO NOT drop the 
“ar”. “er”, or “ir” ending of the infinitive form. You just attach the 
ending to it. 
 
Examples of verbs in the infinitive form: beber, trabajar, ir, estar 
 
Some examples of the Future Tense: What people WILL DO:  
 
trabajaré= I will work / iré= I will go / estaré= I will be  
 



Below are the future tense endings for each subject pronoun: 
 
Yo = é  ( EXAMPLES: Yo estaré, compraré, jugaré, etc. ) 
tú = ás 
Ud., él, ella = á 
nosotros(as)  = emos, 
vosotros(as) -éis 

Uds. ellos, ellas –án 
 

So… for this Voice Activity, you will be saying… 
 

For example: “Tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. I WILL BE (in / at my 

house, the library, the gym, the movies, the mall, the park, 

the swimming pool, ETC.).” 

 Remember that you need to conjugate the verb "ESTAR" (“to 
be”) in the "yo" form, Future Tense.  
 

YOUR ANSWER / EXAMPLE:    

→ “Mañana a las seis de tarde yo estaré en …” 

(el parque/el cine/la piscina/ un restaurante/el gimnasio/ la 

biblioteca/ mi casa/la casa de mi amigo/el centro comercial/la 

tienda/etc.) 

                              


